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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we study the existence of nontrivial free vibrations of
beams resting on two identical bearings with purely elastic responses. The
simplest model equation is given by
utt+uxxxx=0,
uxx(0, } )=uxx(?4, } )=0, (1.1)
uxxx(0, } )=&f (u(0, } )), uxxx(?4, } )= f (u(?4, } )),
where the length of the beam is ?4 and f # C(R, R) characterizes the elastic
response. We are motivated by the paper [2] and we refer the reader to
[2] for a more discussion on the physical background of (1.1).
Usually f possesses a root, so (1.1) does have trivial time-independent
solutions. By using variational methods, we show under certain conditions
on f another time-periodic solution. We consider in this paper that f is
asymptotically linear at infinity. A superlinear growth case for f is investigated
in [2].
First we show that (1.1) fits into a recently developed theory of indefinite
functionals [35]. Then we introduce certain Morse indices for (1.1). By
using these Morse indices, we derive existence results. We also consider the
case when f is in addition odd. We there again define Morse indices. We
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show infinitely many time-periodic solutions with periods densely distri-
buted in a certain interval. Similar results are derived for nonsymmetric
problems of (1.1) at resonance.
In the end of the paper, we investigate a semilinear version of (1.1) given
by
utt+uxxxx+ g(u)=0,
uxx(0, } )=uxx(?4, } )=0, (1.2)
uxxx(0, } )=&f (u(0, } )), uxxx(?4, } )= f (u(?4, } )),
where g # C(R, R) is assumed to be asymptotically linear at infinity and
f # C(R, R) is bounded on R.
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS
We begin with the eigenvalue problem
wxxxx(x)=+4w(x), x # (0, ?4),
(2.1)
wxx(0)=wxx(?4)=wxxx(0)=wxxx(?4)=0.
It is well-known [2] that (2.1) has eigenvalues [+k]k=&1 with
+&1=+0=0,
cos(+k ?4) cosh(+k ?4)=1, k1, (2.2)
+k=2(2k+1)+O(e&ck),
for a constant c>0. The corresponding orthonormal (in L2(0, ?4)) eigen-
vectors [wk]k=&1 are uniformly bounded on [0, ?4] (see [2], pp. 136137).
Let S be the set of all |>0 such that there are constants c>0, \>1,
K # N, possible depending on |, satisfying
|+4k&|
2j2 |c+ \k \k, j # N: max[k, j]K. (2.3)
We fix | # S and define a separable Hilbert space
X=span[cos |jt_wk(x), sin |jt_wk(x)]k&1, j0
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with the norm
z= :
k&1, j0
:kj cos |jt_wk(x)+bkj sin |jt_wk(x),
|z|2= :
k&1, j0
*kj (a2kj+b
2
kj), bk0=0,
*kj=1, &1kK&1, 0 jK&1,
*kj=|+4k&|
2j2|, max[k, j]K.
We note that [cos |jt_wk(x), sin |jt_wk(x)]k&1, j0 is an orthogonal
basis of L2((0, ?4)_(0, 2?|)).
Theorem 2.1. X/Cp=[z # C([0, ?4]_R) | z( } , t+(2?|))=z( } , t)].
Moreover, this embedding is compact.
Proof. Clearly we have
X/L2((0, ?4)_(0, 2?|)).
Hence
z= :
k&1, j0
akj cos |jt_wk(x)+bkj sin |jt_wk(x), bk0=0,
and we obtain
|z(x, t)|c :
k&1, j0
( |akj |+|bkj | )
=c :
k&1, j0
*&12kj *
12
kj ( |akj |+|bkj | )
- 2 c \ :k&1, j0 *
&1
kj +
12
\ :k&1, j0 *kj (a
2
kj+b
2
kj)+
12
=- 2 c \ :k&1, j0 *
&1
kj +
12
|z|,
whenever k&1, j0 *&1kj converges. Then clearly X/Cp . We compute
:
k&1, j0
*&1kj =K(K+1)+ :
max[k, j]K
*&1kj .
We fix kK and put j0=[+2k |], where [z] means the integer part of
z # R. Then we have
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:
j0
*&1kj = :
j0
j=0
*&1kj + :

j= j0+1
*&1kj = :
j0
j=0
1
+4k&|
2j2
+ :

j= j0+1
1
|2j2&+4k
|
j0
0
dx
+4k&|
2x2
+
1
+4k&|
2j20
+|

j0+1
dx
|2x2&+4k
+
1
|2( j0+1)2&+4k
=
1
2+2k| \ln
(+2k+|j0)
2
+4k&|
2j20
+ln
(|( j0+1)++2k)
2
|2( j0+1)2&+4k +
+
1
+4k&|
2j20
+
1
|2( j0+1)2&+4k
.
Then (2.3) implies
:
j0
*&1kj 
1
2+2k| \ln
4+4&\k
c
+ln
(2+2k+|)
2
c+\k ++
2
c+\k
.
Since +k=2(2k+1)+O(e&ck) (see (2.2)) and \>1, we see that the series
k&1, j0 *&1kj is convergent.
Now let [zm]m0 /X be a sequence such that |zm |<c \m0. Accord-
ing to k&1, j0 *&1kj < together with the use of the Cantor diagonal
procedure and estimates similar to (2.4), it is standard to prove the
precompactness of [zm]m0 in Cp . K
We note that according to (2.2), a number | belongs to S if and only
if
|16(2k+1)4&|2j2 |ck\ \k, j # N: max[k, j]K (2.5)
for some K # N, \>1, c>0.
Theorem 2.2. Let S$ be the set of all |1, |=2n+2pq with n, p, q # N
and let q be odd. Then (2.5) holds with \=2, c=16q, K=1, and, conse-
quently, S$/S.
Proof. We have l1=4(2k+1)2 |=q(2k+1)2 (2np). Moreover, we
have
q(2k+1)2=2np( j0+$)
with j0=[q(2k+1)2(2np)]4 and 1&1(2np)$1(2np). Hence we
arrive at
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|16(2k+1)4&|2j20 |=2|
2j0 $+|2$2|2 l1 (2np)=
16
q
k2
|16(2k+1)4&|2( j0+1)2|=2|2j0(1&$)+|2(1&$2)
16
q
k2 .
The Theorem is proved. K
Theorem 2.3. The set C p given by
C p ={, # C ([0, ?4]_R, R) | ,xx(0, } )=,xx(?4, } )
=,xxx(0, } )=,xxx(?4, } )=0, , \ } , t+2?| +=,( } , t) \t # R=
is a dense subset of X.
Proof. If , # C p then
,= :
k&1, j0
akj cos |jt_wk(x)+bkj sin |jt_wk(x), bk0=0,
where for k1, j1
akj=|? |
2?|
0
|
?4
0
,(x, t) wk(x) cos |jt dx dt
=&|?
1
|2j2+4k |
2?|
0
|
?4
0
,xxxxtt(x, t) wk(x) cos |jt dx dt.
We have a similar formula for bkj . Since ,xxxxtt # L2((0, ?4)_(0, 2?|))
and the sequence
{ |+
4
k&|
2j2 |
+8k j
4 =k1, j1
is bounded, we see that , # X. The density of C p follows from the defini-
tion of X. K
3. GENERAL ASYMPTOTICALLY LINEAR PROBLEMS
Let us fix | # S. We note that a classical solution u of (1.1) is a critical
point of the functional
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J(v)= 12 |
2?|
0
|
?4
0
(v2xx(x, t)&v
2
t (x, t)) dx dt
+|
2?|
0
(F(v(0, t))+F(v(?4, t))) dt, (3.1)
where F(v)=v0 f (s) ds. Hence u satisfies the equation
|
2?|
0
|
?4
0
u(x, t)(,xxxx(x, t)+,tt(x, t)) dx dt
+|
2?|
0
( f (u(0, t)) ,(0, t)+ f (u(?4, t)) ,(?4, t)) dt=0 (3.2)
for any , # C p .
Definition 3.1. u # X is said to be a weak 2?|-periodic solution of
(1.1) if (3.2) holds for any , # C p .
We note that the inner product on X is defined by
(u, u ) = :
k&1, j0
*kj (akja kj+bkjb kj), bk0=0, b k0=0,
u= :
k&1, j0
akj cos |jt_wk(x)+bkj sin |jt_wk(x),
u = :
k&1, j0
a kj cos |jt_wk(x)+b kj sin |jt_wk(x).
We put
(Lu, ,)=|
2?|
0
|
?4
0
u(x, t)(,xxxx(x, t)+,tt(x, t)) dx dt,
(N(u), ,)=|
2?|
0
( f (u(0, t)) ,(0, t)+f (u(?4, t)) ,(?4, t)) dt
for any , # C p . Then (3.2) has the form
Lu+N(u)=0. (3.3)
Clearly (3.3) is a gradient equation of the functional J of (3.1) extended on
X. Theorem 2.1 implies that N: X  X is compact. The definition of X and
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| # S give that L # L(X). Moreover, L is Fredholm, self-adjoint. Hence
there is an orthogonal decomposition X=Y1 Y2 such that
dim Y1<, L(Y i)/Y i , i=1, 2,
(3.4)
L: Y2  Y2 is invertible.
Clearly L is indefinite [3] and Y1 , Y2 can be chosen in (3.4) such that
Y1=span[cos |jt_wk(x), sin |jt_wk(x)]max[k, j]<K
Y2=span[cos |jt_wk(x), sin |jt_wk(x)]max[k, j]K
for some K # N. We put for any n # N, n>K
Xn=span[cos |jt_wk(x), sin |jt_wk(x)]max[k, j]n .
Let Pn : X  Xn be the corresponding orthogonal projections. We can use
the Galerkin approximation method developed in [3] and [4]. There is no
problem for theoretical results, but practically it is very difficult to compute
Morse indices of trivial critical points of (3.1). To be more concrete, we
suppose
(H1) f has the only roots d1 , d2 , ..., dm , and the derivatives f $(d1),
f $(d2), ..., f $(dm) exist and are finite,
(H2) lim |u|   f (u)u= f $() for some f $() # R.
We introduce the following mappings
(Au, ,)=|
2?|
0
u(0, t) ,(0, t) dt \, # C p ,
(Bu, ,)=|
2?|
0
u(?4, t) ,(?4, t) dt \, # C p .
Clearly A, B: X  X are compact. The only time independent solutions of
(1.1) on X are
uij (x)=d i+
4
?
x(dj&d i) i, j=1, 2, ..., m.
The linearizations of (3.3) at u=uij are self-adjoint linear mappings:
Lv+DN(uij)v=Lv+ f $(di) Av+ f $(d j) Bv.
Now we introduce certain Morse indices for (1.1).
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Definition 3.2. A pair (a, b) # R2 is said to be nondegenerate with
respect to (1.1) if L+aA+bB is invertible on X. Then we put I&(a, b)=
I&(L+aA+bB) (see [4], p. 63).
Theorem 2.8 of [1] implies the next result.
Theorem 3.3. If the pairs ( f $(di), f $(dj)), i, j=1, 2, ..., m, ( f $(),
f $()) are nondegenerate with respect to (1.1) and
I&( f $(di), f $(dj)){I &( f $(), f $()) \i, j=1, 2, ..., m, (3.5)
then (1.1) has a weak 2?|-periodic solution different from uij , i, j=1, 2, ..., m.
Proof. We consider the restricted problem
Lu+PnN(u)=0 u # Xn . (3.6)
We note that PnL=LPn and uij # Xn for n1. Solutions of (3.6) are
critical points of Jn=JXn . For n sufficiently large, uij are nondegenerate
critical points of Jn [3, Theorem 4.5; 4, Theorem 2.6]. Furthermore,
grad Jn is asymptotically linear at infinity with the linear asymptote
L+ f $() Pn(A+B). Moreover, the negative Morse indices M &ij of uij and
M& of the linear asymptote satisfy
M&ij {M
&
 \i, j=1, 2, ..., m,
according to (3.5) and [3, Proposition 5.2; 4, Lemma 2.3]. Then [1,
Theorem 2.8] implies the existence of a critical point un of Jn different from
uij . The A-properness [3], together with the invertibility of the linear
asymptote of (3.6) at infinity and of the linearizations of (3.6) at uij imply
that un are uniformly bounded on X and that they are uniformly different
from uij . By passing to the limit n  , we obtain the desired weak 2?|-
periodic solution of (1.1). K
Remark 3.4. When some of uij are degenerate then results of [1] can
be applied to (1.1) in the framework of the above proof. Those applications
are straightforward, so we omit them. Related results are derived in the
next two sections.
4. ODD ASYMPTOTICALLY LINEAR PROBLEMS
Theorem 3.3 is difficult to apply because of (3.5) are very tedious to
verify. For this reason, we assume instead of (H1) the symmetry
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(H3) f (&u)=&f (u) \u # R, and f $(0) exists and is finite.
Clearly u=0 is a trivial weak solution of (1.1). We take
Xs=[u # X | u(x, &t)=&u(x, t)]. (4.1)
We assume
|+4k&|
2j2 |c+\k \k1, \j1 (4.2)
for constants c>0 and \>1. Below we show that Theorem 2.2 and (2.2)
imply the existence of infinitely many | satisfying (4.2) for \=2. Clearly
(4.2) implies the invertibility of L on (4.1). We denote by As , Bs the restric-
tion of A, B on Xs , respectively.
Definition 4.1. A number a # R is said to be symmetrically nondegenerate
with respect to (1.1) if L+a(As+Bs) is invertible on Xs . Then we put
I &s (a)=I
&(L+a(As+Bs)) (see [4, p. 63]).
By a weak odd 2?|-periodic solution of (1.1) in this case we mean
u # Xs satisfying (3.2) for any , # C ps =C

p & Xs . We note that Definition
3.1 still holds.
Theorem 4.2. Let |>0 satisfy (4.2) and (H23) hold. If f $(0), f $()
are symmetrically nondegenerate with respect to (1.1) and I &s ( f $(0)){
I &s ( f $()) then (1.1) has a weak odd nonzero 2?|-periodic solution.
Proof. The proof is the same as for Theorem 3.3. K
We note that if (4.2) holds then most of a # R are symmetrically non-
degenerate with respect to (1.1). This follows from the invertibility of L on
Xs , together with the compactness of As , Bs . But it is still very hard to find
I &s ( f $(0)) and I
&
s ( f $()).
Finally, we consider the case f $()=0 and f $(0)=a>0 when (4.2),
(H2H3) are satisfied. We note that Xs has the basis [sin j|t_wk(x)]j1, k1
and we take
Xsn=span[sin j|t_wk(x)]1 jn, &1kn .
We intend to apply [4, Theorem 1.3] like in the proof of [4, Theorem 2.7]
(see also [1]). So we solve (3.6) in Xsn . Now (3.6) has the linear asymptote
L at infinity and by (4.2), L is invertible. The linearization of (3.6) at u=0
has the form L+a(AsXsn+Bs Xsn). We put
In(v)=(Lv+a(Asv+Bsv), v), v # Xsn .
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We evaluate In at
v=a01 sin |t_w0(x)+ :
|kj>0
akj sin |jt_wk(x) # Xsn ,
where |kj=+4k&|
2j2. We note that the positive Morse index M+(L) of L
satisfies
M+(L)=*[|kj | |kj>0, 1 jn, &1kn].
Hence, we have
In(v)= :
|kj>0
?
|
|kj a2kj&?|a
2
01+a |
2?|
0
(v2(0, t)+v2(?4, t)) dt
 :
|kj>0
?
|
|kja2kj&?|a
2
01+a |
2?|
0
v2(0, t) dt.
We compute
|
2?|
0
v2(0, t) dt
=|
2?|
0 \a01 sin |t w0(0)+ :|kj>0 akj sin |jt wk(0)+
2
dt
=a201 w
2
0(0)
?
|
+2a01w0(0) :
|kj>0
akj |
2?|
0
sin |t sin |jt wk(0) dt
+ :
|kj>0
:
|ls>0
akjalswk(0) wl (0) |
2?|
0
sin |jt sin |st dt
=a201 w
2
0(0)
?
|
+2a01w0(0)
?
|
:
|k1>0
ak1wk(0)+
?
|
:
|kj>0
:
|lj>0
akj aljwk(0) wl (0)
=a201 w
2
0(0)
?
|
+2a01w0(0)
?
|
:
|k1>0
ak1wk(0)+
?
|
:
j \ :|kj>0 akj wk(0)+
2
a201 w
2
0(0)
?
|
+2a01w0(0)
?
|
9+
?
|
92,
where 9=|k1>0 ak1 wk(0). Consequently, we arrive at
In(v)a201 \aw20(0) ?|&?|++2aa01w0(0)
?
|
9+a
?
|
92+
?
|
:
|kj>0
|kja2kj .
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Furthermore, we have
:
|k1>0
|k1a2k1= :
+ 2k>|
(+4k&|
2) a2k1
c 2 \ :|k1>0 ak1 wk(0)+
2
< :
+ 2k>|
(+4k&|
2)&1,
where c =1(supk &1 |wk(0)|). Moreover, (4.2) implies
:
+2k>|
(+4k&|
2)&1=1c|<.
Consequently, we obtain
In(v)a201 \aw20(0) ?|&?|++2aa01w0(0)
?
|
9
+
?
2|
:
|kj>0
|kja2kj+\ ?2| c|c~ +a
?
|+ 92,
where c~ >0 is a constant. If
4 \aw20(0) ?|&?|+\
?
2|
c| c~ +a
?
|+>4a2w20(0)
?2
|2
, (4.3)
then In(v)>0 for any 0{v=a01 sin|t w0(x)+|kj>0 akj sin |jt wk(x) #
Xsn . By using w0(0)=2- ?, (4.3) is equivalent to
2c|c~ >?|2,
(4.4)
a>?c|c~ |2(4c|c~ &2?|2).
We need the following simple result.
Proposition 4.3. Let C be a symmetric matrix on Rn with respect to an
inner product ( } , } ) . If there is an n1-dimensional subspace V/Rn such that
the bilinear form (Cv, v) is positive definite on V, then M&(C)+M0(C)
n&n1 , where M 0(C) is the zero Morse index of C.
Theorem 4.4. Let f be C1-smooth near u=0 and let (4.2), (H23) be
satisfied with f $()=0 and f $(0)=a>0. If (4.4) holds then (1.1) possesses
a weak odd nonzero 2?|-periodic solution.
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Proof. According to the above computations, if (4.4) holds then
Proposition 4.3 for n large implies
M&(L+a(As Xsn+Bs Xsn))+M0(L+a(AsXsn+Bs Xsn))
M&(L)&1.
By applying [4, Theorem 1.3] to (3.6) restricted on Xsn , we obtain a non-
zero solution un of (3.6) uniformly bounded and uniformly different from
u=0 with respect to n large. By passing to the limit n   like in the proof
of Theorem 3.3, the proof is finished. K
Now we find a, | satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 4.4. Since
+k>1 \k>0, if 0<|<12 then
1c|= :
+ 2k>|
(+4k&|
2)&1 :
k>0
(+4k&1)
&1=1c0 .
Clearly (4.4) holds when
2c0c~ >?|2,
(4.5)
a>?c0c~ |2(4c0c~ &2?|2).
Hence we take 0<|<min[12, - c0c~ (2?)]=d1 . Then (4.5) holds for
a>?12. If |=8pq # S$ then Theorem 2.2 and (2.2) give for k, j1
|+4k&|
2j2||16(2k+1)4&|2j2|&|+4k&16(2k+1)
4|
\4q&Ke&Kk+ k2,
where K>1 is a constant. For k>(1K) ln qK, j1, we have
|+4k&|
2j2 |3k2q.
Lastly, when d1 2<|<d1 , i.e. qd1 16<p<qd1 8, p # N, and q is a large
prime number, then the ratios [+2k j], j # N, 1 jDq , 1k(1K) ln qK
form at most (dq+1) Dq different numbers in [d1 2, d1], where
dq=_1K ln qK& , Dq=_
2
d1
(2(2dq+1)+1)2&+2.
Moreover, for 1kdq , j>Dq , we have +2k j  [d1 2, d1] and
|&(+2k j)|&(d1 2)>0. Then
|2j2&+4k=(|j&+
2
k)(|j++
2
k) j
2 \|&d12 + |.
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On the other hand, the ratios [8pq], qd1 16<p<qd1 8, p # N form about
[qd1 16] different numbers in [d1 2, d1]. Clearly the difference
[qd1 16]&(dq+1) Dq
=[qd1 16]&\_1K ln qK&+1+\_
2
d1 \2 \2 _
1
K
ln qK&+1++1+
2
&+2+
tends to + as q  +. Summarizing, we see that if |=8pq, d1 2<|
<d1 and q is a large prime number and a>?12, then there are enough
p # N that a such | satisfies (4.2) for \=2 together with (4.5). Moreover,
we can show similarly that all such | form a dense subset 0 of [d1 2, d1].
Theorem 4.4 implies the following consequence.
Theorem 4.5. Let f be C1-smooth near u=0. If (H2H3) hold with
f $()=0 and f $(0)>?12, then (1.1) possesses infinitely many weak odd
time-periodic solutions with periods densely distributed in [2?d1 , 4?d1].
Proof. We have according to Theorem 4.4 a weak odd 2?|-periodic
solution u| of (1.1) for any | # 0 which does depend on t. We show that
the set 1=[u| | | # 0] is infinite, where we identify in 1 geometrically
equal solutions. If 1 is finite, say 1=[u1 , u2 , ..., uk], then the density of 0
in [d12, d1] implies that any element of [2?d1 , 4?d1] is a time period of
some uj . Let pi be the least period of ui . We note that pi>0. Then
[2?d1 , 4?d1]/[ jpi | j # N, i=1, 2, ..., k]. (4.6)
But it is impossible since [2?d1 , 4?d1] is uncountable, while the right-
hand side set of (4.6) is infinitely countable. Hence 1 is infinite and the
proof is finished. K
For a>0 fixed and 0<|<12, (4.5) is equivalent to 0<|<:, where
:=min[12, - 2c0 c~ ?, - 4c0 c~ a(?c0 c~ +2?a)]. (4.7)
We can show in the same way as above, that there is a dense subset 0: of
[:2, :] such that any | # 0: satisfies (4.2) and (4.5). Consequently, we
arrive at the following result.
Theorem 4.6. Let f be C1-smooth near u=0. If (H2H3) hold with
f $()=0 and f $(0)=a>0, then (1.1) possesses infinitely many weak odd
time-periodic solutions with periods densely distributed in [2?:, 4?:],
where : is given by (4.7).
We note that lima  0+ :=0 and lima  + :=min[12, - 2c0c~ ?].
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5. ASYMPTOTICALLY LINEAR PROBLEMS AT RESONANCE
We study (1.1) under the following conditions:
(H4) 0 is the only root of f, f is C1-smooth near u=0 and f $(0)>0,
(H5) f is bounded on R and limu  \ f (u)= f (\) # R, f (+)
>0, f (&)<0.
We put
Xe={u # X } u(x, t)=u \?4&x, t+= .
We denote by [+ k]k=0 , [w k]

k=0 the eigenvalues and orthonormal eigen-
vectors (in the space L2e(0, ?4) of even functions about ?8) of the
symmetric-even problem of (2.1), respectively. We note that + k=+2k , w k=
w2k \k0. The corresponding Galerkin approximation spaces are denoted
by Xen .
By a weak even 2?|-periodic solution of (1.1) in this case we mean
u # Xe satisfying (3.2) for any , # C pe =C

p & Xe . We note that again
Definition 3.1 still holds.
Theorem 5.1. Let (H4H5) hold. If (4.2) is satisfied and (4.4) holds for
a= f $(0), then (1.1) possesses a weak nonzero 2?|-periodic solution which
does depend on t.
Proof. We solve (3.6) by using [1, Theorem 2.8], but instead of X, we
consider (3.6) on Xen for n large. (3.6) has the asymptote L at infinity. We
note
M+(L)=2*[| kj | | kj>0, 1 jn, 0kn]+n,
M 0(L)=1, ker L=span[1],
where | kj=+ 4k&|
2j2. The linearization of (3.6) at u=0 has the form
L+a(AXen+BXen). For this reason for n sufficiently large, we put
Fn(v)=(Lv+a(Av+Bv), v) , v # Xen .
We evaluate Fn at
v=b01 sin |t_w 0(x)+ :
| kj>0
bkj sin |jt_w k(x)
+a01 cos |t_w 0(x)+ :
| kj>0
akj cos |jt_w k(x) # Xen , (5.1)
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where bk0=0. By using the same arguments like for In in the previous
section, we obtain that Fn(v)>0 for any 0{v # Xen of the form (5.1),
provided that (4.4) holds for a= f $(0). Then Proposition 4.3 implies
M&(L+a(AXen+BXen))+M0(L+a(AXen+BXen))
dim Xen&M+(L)&2=M&(L)&1.
It remains to verify the condition (H+) of [1, Theorem 2.8] for (3.6)
uniformly with respect to n large (see also Remark 2.7(vii) of [1]). We note
that ker L/Xen , n1 and ker L=span[1]. Hence we have to find
lim inf
r  +
(N(u\r), \1)
uniformly for u # Xe bounded. We have
(N(u\r), \1)=\|
2?|
0
( f (u(0, t)\r)+ f (u(?4, t)\r)) dt.
Hence
lim inf
r  +
(N(u\r), \1) =\
4?
|
f (\)>0.
Consequently, Theorem 2.8 of [1] gives a solution un # Xen of (3.6)
uniformly bounded and uniformly different from u=0 with respect to n
large. By passing to the limit like in the proof of Theorem 3.3, the proof is
finished. K
Theorem 5.2. If (H4H5) are satisfied and f $(0)>?12, then (1.1) pos-
sesses infinitely many weak even time-periodic solutions with periods densely
distributed in [2?d1 , 4?d1].
Proof. The proof follows from Theorem 5.1 and from the arguments
leading to Theorem 4.5. K
Theorem 4.6 has the following analogy for this case of (1.1).
Theorem 5.3. If (H4H5) are satisfied then (1.1) possesses infinitely
many weak even time-periodic solutions with periods densely distributed in
[2?:, 4?:], where : is given by (4.7) and a= f $(0).
We again note that lima  0+ :=0 and lima  + :=min[12, - 2c0c~ ?].
Finally, we extend Theorem 5.3 to more general f.
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Theorem 5.4. Let (H1) and (H5) hold. Moreover, we suppose that for
any i=1, 2, ..., m, either f $(di )>0 and f is C1-smooth near u=di , or
f $(di )=0 and there are {>1, &<l+<0<l&<+, such that
lim
u  d\
f (u)
|u| { sgn u
=l\ .
Then (1.1) possesses infinitely many weak even time-periodic solutions with
periods densely distributed in [2?:, 4?:], where : is given by (4.7) with
a=min[ f $(di) | f $(d j)>0].
Proof. The proof follows like above by using [1, Theorem 2.6(iii)]
together with [1, Theorem 2.8], see also the proof of [1, Theorem 4.2]. K
6. SEMILINEAR AND ODD PROBLEMS
In this section, we consider the problem (1.2) when (H3) holds and,
moreover, we suppose
(H6) f is bounded on R,
(H7) f $(0)=0,
(H8) g(&u)=&g(&u) \u # R, and g$(0) exists and is finite,
(H9) g # C(R, R) and lim |u|   g(u)u= g$() for some g$() # R.
The reason for adding g in (1.1) is that the computation of Morse indices
is simpler. We fix | # S. A weak odd 2?|-periodic solution of (1.2) is
defined similarly as in Section 4. We introduce a functional
Jg(v)=J(v)+|
2?|
0
|
?4
0
G(v(x, t)) dx dt,
where G(u)=u0 g(s) ds. (1.2) has the form
Lu+N(u)+M(u)=0, u # Xs , (6.1)
where
(M(u), ,)=|
2?|
0
|
?4
0
g(u(x, t)) ,(x, t) dx dt \, # C ps .
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Clearly M # C(Xs , Xs) is compact. Hence we can still apply to (6.1) the
Galerkin approximation procedure as above. The linearization of (6.1) at
u=0 has the form L+ g$(0)C, where
(Cu, ,)=|
2?|
0
|
?4
0
u(x, t) ,(x, t) dx dt \, # C ps .
Furthermore, (6.1) has the linear asymptote L+ g$()C at infinity. We
note that the system [sin |jt_wk(x)]k&1, j1 is a basis of Xs . Moreover,
this system is orthogonal on L2((0, ?4)_(0, 2?|)). For this reason, we
introduce for any | # S the set
M|=[|2j2&+4k | k&1, j1].
The following result is straightforward.
Lemma 6.1. Let a, b # R. L+aC is invertible on Xs if and only if a  M| .
If a, b  M| then I &(L+aC){I &(L+bC) (see [4, p. 63]) if and only if
(a, b) & M|{<.
Theorem 6.2. Let | # S and let (H3), (H6)(H9) hold. Then (1.2) has
a weak odd nonzero 2?|-periodic solution when g$(0), g$()  M| and
(g$(0), g$()) & M|{<. K
Proof. The proof of this result follows from Lemma 6.1 similarly as for
Theorem 3.3. K
Remark 6.3. The set S1= [M| | | # S$] is infinitely countable, so
mostly g$(0), g$()  S1 .
Theorem 6.4. Let (H3), (H6)(H9) hold with g$(0){ g$(). If g$(0),
g$()  S1 then (1.2) possesses infinitely many weak odd time-periodic solu-
tions with periods densely distributed in [;, +), where
;=max[2?, 6?|- g$(0)++4k0&- g$()++
4
k0
|],
k0=min[k | g$(0)++4k>0, g$()++
4
k>0].
Proof. If 0<|<2?; and | # S$ then (g$(0), g$()) & M|{<.
Theorem 6.2 implies the existence of a weak odd nonzero 2?|-periodic
solution of (1.1). Clearly the periods of all such weak solutions are dense
in [;, +). The proof of Theorem 4.5 implies that those weak solutions
are infinitely many. K
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